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ABSTRACT 

We have developed a compilation system which extends High Performance Fortran (HPF) 
in various aspects. We support the parallelization of well-structured problems with loop dis
tribution and alignment directives similar to HPF's data distribution directives. Such directives 
give both additional control to the user and simplify the compilation process. For the support 
of unstructured problems, we provide directives for dynamic data distribution through user
defined mappings. The compiler also allows integration of message-passing interface (MPI) 
primitives. The system is part of a complete programming environment which also comprises 
a parallel debugger and a performance monitor and analyzer. After an overview of the 
compiler, we describe the language extensions and related compilation mechanisms in detail. 
Performance measurements demonstrate the compiler's applicability to a variety of application 
classes. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The two most popular paradigms for programming 
distributed memory parallel processors (DMPPs) are 
data parallelism and message passing. For both para
digms, standards were defined, namely the data-paral
lel High Performance Fortran (HPF) [1 J and themes
sage-passing interface (.\1PI) [2]. These standards 
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have been accepted hy most vt'ndors which will enable 
programming DMPPs in a portable way. With \-JPI 
primitives, the programmer explicitly controls com
munication in a portable way at high efficiency. An 
IIPF program may nm less efficiently, but communi
cation is implicit and programming less cumbersome 
and error prone. 

Several I IPF compilers are already commercially 
availablt' (for instance from Digital Equipment. and 
from Applied Parallel Research and the Portland 
Croup), and similar research systems have bet"n devel
oped [3-1 OJ. Howt>vt>r. the user of such compilers still 
faces problems: IIPF is a complex language and the 
sophisticatt"d technology required to gent"rate efficient 
parallt>l programs is far from being established. 

Ideally. the compiler hides communication from tfw 
user. However. wfwn paralldizing an existing Fortran 
application. the averag<' user often does not achieve 
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the performance expected. To reduce communication 
costs, the source code must be restructured manually, 
guessing which message-passing code will be gener
ated. This is even more difficult since appropriate de
bugging and performance monitoring tools are often 
not available. 

In addition, HPF only poorly supports some im
portant application classes, namely scientific applica
tions which require unstructured computations. Only 
well-structured computations can be efficiently paral
lelized by using the static IIPF BLOCK and CYCLIC 

distributions. 
ln thP framework of the Joint CSCS/NEC Collabo

ration in Parallel Processing [ 11 J, we have dt>veloped 
a compilation system called ''Kernari"'* to overcome 
the above-mentioned problems. Kemari is integrated 
into a tool environment [12] which supports symbolic 
debugging and rwrformance monitoring of both high
level data-parallel and low-level message-passing pro
grams. The whole tool environment and in particular 
the (~ompilPr and its languagP Pxtensions are continu
ously evaluated by a team of application dewlopers. 

We extend HPF so that the user can explicitly define 
the mapping of computation to processors. The map
ping of loop nests can be specified via template and 
distribute and align directives. in a similar way to the 
distribution of arrays. With these directives. the user 
gains more control over thP compilation procPss and 
the compiler can generate optimized communications. 
We have also extended TIPF with directives to support 
unstructurPd computations via dynamic data distribu
tions and run-time preprocessing of critical code spg
ments. 

A description of tlw dehugl!er. the rwrfonnance 
monitor. and the analYzer as wdl as more details on 
KPmari mn lw found in [ n-17]. ln this article. we 
first provide a global viPw of our system. We describe 
the compilation process of well-structured and un
structured applications in mort' detail. Then we ontlinP 
how the compiler is integrated into the tool cnviron
nwnt and demon~trate the cmnpi ler· s efficiency using 
a suite of lwnchmark programs compilt>d for an i\'EC 
C:enju-:3 DMPP. 

2 GLOBAL SYSTEM VIEW 

Kemari con~ists of two parts. an HPF compiler built 
by '\EC and the parallelization support tool (PST). 
a compiler built by C:SCS-ETH. The :\EC compiler 
accepts ~ubset llPF plus language extensions for com-

*Kt·rtwri i~ u traditional .lap<~nt·~t· hall ganw. 

prehensive computation mapping:. PST extends HPF 
for the support of unstructured computations. The two 
systems currently exist as two separate binaries and 
are combined by a common shell script driver which 
also accepts C and Fortran message-passing sources, 
and which controls the back-end compilation and the 
linking processes. While all regular l IPF code is trans
lated by the HPF compiler, PST compiles only sub
routines declared EXTRINSIC (PST-LOCAL). As 
shown in Figure 1, both the HPF compiler and the 
PST share the same parser and first intermediate lan
guage (IL). 

The first-level IT~ consists of a parse tree of the input 
program. It is a single-threaded image of the input 
source, with a one-to-one representation of parallel 
language constructs. A first analysis phase generates 
the information necessary for the translation of the 
single-threaded representation into a multithreadPd 
program image. Such information includes a data
dependPnce graph and results of the program flow 
analysis. Several optimization phases are then applied 
to the multithreaded representation. For instance, 
temporary variables are allocated and messagP aggre
gation is performed. A final phase generates Fortran 
77 code with calls to the HPF compiler's run-time li
brary. 

ln PST, first an abstract syntax tree is generated 
from the first-level IL. then the control-flow graphs 
of the EXTRINSIC (PST -LOCAL) subroutines arc 
generated. These graphs also storP information about 
the nesting of control-How constructs and about the 
implicit and explicit control-flow dependencies of ac
cesses to nonlocal array clements. St>veral optimization 
phases precede the code-generation phase. These opti
mizations mainly exploit loop-invariant index clauses 
to avoid expensive run-time global-to-local index 
translations and owner computations. PST outputs C 
code with m4 [18] postprocessor macros and calls to 
the PST run-time library. The message-passing plat
form for both compilers is :MPI. 

2. 1 Integration of HPF and PST Sources 

Both the r TPF compiler and PST maintain information 
about distributed arrays in array descriptions. whid1 
are passed to subroutineb as additional argumPnts. 
Because the run-time systems of the two compilt'rs 
have different requirements. diffPrent dt>scriptor data 
structures arP usPd. HPF subroutines can call PST 
subroutines and viet> versa. If nPccssary. descriptors 
are automatieallv convPrted and data movement is 
performed. 
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FIGUUE 1 Kemari consists of an HPF compiler and PST. a tool which extends HPF for the support of unstructurPd 
compntatimb. Both compilers share the samP front end and the sanJP intermediatP languagP (IL). 

2.2 Integration of Extended HPF and 
MPI Sources 

We believe that it is important to enable the integration 
of message-passing code into high-level extended HPF 
sources for two reasons. First.. with curre11t technology. 
the generation of efficient parallel programs from IIPF 
sources is based on a large number of hcuristi(~S. and 
one should not expect any HPF compiler to generate 
optimal code for any input source. For tuning selected 
program regions, the user should have access to the 
underlying message-passing platform. Second, it 
should he possible to integrate calls to standard librar
ies ,,·ithin I IPF sources. Several parallel numerical 
libraries arc currently being developed to case S(~ien
tific computing on DMPPs. One prominent example 
is ScaLAPACK [19] which is based on MPI. 

For the integration oflibrary subroutines and man
ually tuned message-passing sources into HPF pro
grams we support the following extrinsic interface: 

INTERFACE 
EXTRINSIC (NONE) SUBROUTINE 
Foo(argument-list) 
END SUBROUTINE 

END INTERFACE 

Wfwn an I IPF procedure i~ called. all processors 
have to e:xt·cutc the call statement and mnst enter 
the called procedure, because it may contain global 
cornlmmications. Therefore. nnder the current HPF 
spt>(oifi(~at ion. parallel loops or statement blocks which 
should be Pxt:cnt ed by a specific proce~sor must not 
include procedure calls. except for calls to Pl ~RE func
tions. 

An EXTRINSIC (NONE) procedure can be called 
inside parallel loops. Such a procedure might be imple
mented in a foreign language and cause side effects. 
Side effects can be specified with an INTENT clause 
extended to indudc an access range. The compilPr 
generates necessary communications before and after 
the procedure call. 

We explicitly define that sequential code is repli
cated both by the I IPF compiler and by PST. This 
allows the user to apply "'lPI collective communication 
primitives to replicated data. Both the HPF compiler 
and PST nsc dedicated MPI communicators in their 
run-time libraries such that librarv communications 
do not interfere with user-defined conm11mication 
primitives. 

3 COMPILATION OF WELL-STRUCTURED 
PROBLEMS 

We prm·ide a set of HPF extensions for explicit compn
tation mapping alHI communication optimization. By 
defanlt. WP map compntation via the owner-cornputt>s 
mle [20]. 

For cases where this stratt>gy leads to inefficient 
code [21], additional mapping colltrol- especially for 
loop iterations- cm1 largely reduce communication 
overhead. \Ye introduce iteration templates to specify 
iteration mappings nsing the fnunework of data map
pings. A11 itt·ration tt>mplate is a virtual array corn·
spomling to tlw iteration spacP of a loop nest. A11 
iteration template can be aligned with a11otlwr itera
tion template or with a data object. It can also lw 
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do i=l, n 

doj=l, n 

A(i,j)=B(i,j) 
enddo 

cnddo 

FIGURE 2 ltnatiuno of nested loops can lw mapped thruul!h alipnnents and distributions. 

distrilmted onto an abstract processor. Figure 2 shows 
the relation between data and itt>ration mappings. 

ln contrast to the orw-dimensional (),\'clause im
plementt>d with Vienna Fortran [ 1 OJ. with our diree
tives. also multiply nested loops can he mapped. An 
iteration template can lw distributed rYrn when there 
are no data objecb with which to align. The compiler 
franwwork for dealing \Yith iteration and IIPF data 
mappings is the same. The cmnpiler ensures that data 
an~ remapped when data and iteration mappings 
are different. 

l\ote that sequential loops can also he mapped. In 
addition \\T provide directives to map statement 
blocks. 

3. 1 Language Extensions 

Iteration Templates, Distributions, 
and Alignments 

!DIR$ ITEMPLATE template-decl-list 
!DIR$ ITERATIONS template-name 
(indexl, index2, ... ) 
!DIR$ IDISTRIBUTE distributee 
dist-directive-stuff 
!DIR$ IALIGN alignee align-directive
stuff 

!HPF$ PROCESSORS P(4) 

!DIR$ ITEMPLATE L(,,lQO) 

!DIR$ IDISTRIBUTE L(BLOCK,*) ONTO P 

!DIR$ ITERATIONS L(I,J) 

DO J=l, 100 

DO I=l,J 

END DO 

END DO 

(a) 

1 

(b) 

The I TEMPLATE directive declares the shape of an 
array which represents dw iteration SJHH'P of a loop. 
The ITERATIONS directive associates an iteration 
template with the loop nest defined by the loop indices 
( indexl, index2, . ) . 

The IDISTRIBUTE and IALIGN directives define 
the distribution of an iteration template. Their syntax 
is identical to the IIPF DISTRIBUTE and ALIGN di
rectives. The target of a loop aligmnent can be mt HPF 
template. an array. or an iteration template. 

As an example. in Figure :1. we show how a two
dimensional triangular loop nest (a) is distributed with 
an iteration template on the one hand (b) and a Vienna 
Fortran O'J daust> on the other hand (c). Iteration 
templates achieve better load balance. Note that the 
loops could also he distributed equally using a CYCLIC 
distribution. However. in many cases (for instance 
stencil-based computations) this could induce addi
tional communication. 

OVERLAP Directive 

The OVERLAP directive is placed after a DISTRIBUTE 
or IDISTRIBUTE direetive, and it specifies the over
lapping of iteration or data distributions. The overlap
ping depth for the i-th dimension is specified in For
tran 90 notation a,; also shown in Figure 4. 

100 1 100 

P(1) P(l) 

P(2) P(2) 

P(3) P(3) 

P(4) P(4) 

(c) 

FIGURE 3 Parallelization of an example loop nest (a) with iteration templatt-s (h) and t!JP ON daust- (c). 
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REALA(16) 

!HPF$ PROCESSORS P(4) 

!HPF$ DiSTRIBUTE A(BLOCK) ONTO P 

1DIR$ OVERLAP(1 :2) 

~ PEl 

2 

-- PE2 
1 2 

-- PE3 
1 2 

-~· PE4 1 

FIGURE 4 The arrav rel!ion owned by each proce,;,or is extended with the OVERLAP directiw. 

SINGLE/OWNER 

The program fragment enclosed m the following 
two directives 

!DIR$ SINGLE [processor-name(int-expr
list)] 
!DIR$ END SINGLE 

is executed by a single given rn·ocf'ssor. EXTRINSIC 
(NONE) procednrf's can be called in the fragment. 

!DIR$ OWNER object-name[(int-expr-list)] 
!DIR$ END OWNER 

The OWNER directive is similar to the SINGLE direc
tin~ except that multiplf' processors which own a speci
fied array element f'xf'cute the computation. 

PARALLEL/SERIAL 

!DIR$ PARALLEL 
!DIR$ SERIAL 

These directives can be pl;m~d in front of a DO I FOR
ALL loop. and specify whf'tllf'r it should be executf'd 
sequentially or in parallel. Tllf' SERIAL directive is 
useful to inhibit automatic parallelization of loops 
which would cause too much run-time overhead. 

NQ_PRE_MQVE/NQ_PQST-MOVE 

Tllf' following directives 

!DIR$ NO-PRE_MOVE data-object-list 
!DIR$ NO-POST_MOVE data-object-list 

control comm1mication. For remote accesses to objects 
included in the data-object-list the communi-

cation is supprf'sscd. With these dirf'ctives a program
mer can assist the compiler in rf'flucing commmJica
tion overhead. 

INTENT Attribute with Access Range 

The INTENT clause is f'xtended so that the access 
range of an array can be specified to (kfine a more 
prPcise interface of a procedure. 

INTENT (IN I OUT I INOUT) 
var(access-range-specifier) 

Section 6.1 contains ati example code segment which 
illustratf's tllf' use of our INTENT directive. 

3.2 Communication Generation 

Kcmari generates requirf'd conunm1ications for regu
lar loop computations based on dlf' alignment mecha
nism. In order to generate a communication for a dis
tributed array, firsL the data alignment which rf'quirf's 
no remote accesses for tllf' array is computed. \Ve call 
this alignment optimal data distribution. A library 
routine call is gf'nf'rated to realign thf' original with 
the optimal data distribution. 

When an array mapping is only kno\\ nat nm-tinlf'. 
general remapping library routint> calls are generated. 
For data mappings known at compile-timf' .. the corn
pilf'r selects a fastt~r SJlf'Cialized routinf'. Communica
tions are generatf'd in three phasf's: prf'analysis .. map
ping genf'ration. and con11nunication optimization. 

Preanalysis 

Tn this phasf' .. all the information which is rf'quirf'd 
for mapping gf'neration and communication optimiza-
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tion is prepared. The information include~ data de
peiHiencic,;. default data and loop iteration mappings. 
array arn'~~ rt'gion,; in loop~. and a control-fltm· graph 
annotatt'd \Yit h variable kill information. 

The drfault 111appings art> dt>tcrminrd by the follow
ing rule's: 

1. .\ scalar \ ariahle is rt'plicatt·d. 
·J .\n array which is not de,fined a,; a fonnal param

eter is replicatt'd. 
:~. \n array pas,;t'd as argtllncnt inhnits its distri

bution from the calling subroutim·. 
-+. :\ loop iteration is nwpJwd so that most frc

qm'ntly <H'Ccsse'd array~ of dw sam!' data map
ping do not require e·ollllllllllication. 

·>. St'epwnt ial prognun fragments arc replicated. 

Tlw anay art-css range is rt>presented hy a rt'gular 
StTtion descriptor (RSD) [:22]. \lultiplc accesses to tlw 
same array art> redun·d to a single RSD representation 
for nws.-;ag<' coalescing [20. :2:)]. For t•xarnplt·. two 
ae·e·psst'S to A ( 1 : N) alHI A ( 2 : N + 1 ) 1Ut' replaced h~ 
an ace·e,;,; to A ( 1: N+ 1). Kill information ran some
timPs he used to climinatt> lllliH'Cessan eomilllllli
cation. 

Mapping Generation 

Tlw conmmnication anahsis for an aeTt>ss to array A . . 
is carried out a~ follows: 

1. If data distribution information for A is not 
available at rompil<·-timt> and the data access 
region can be n·presented by an HSD. the e·oni
piler conlJHltt>s the optimal data distribution for 
A using the HSD and the loop alignment. An 
LREALIGN library call (dc~cribed in St>ction 
J.-t) for tlw region described by the RSD is gen
natt·d. 

:2. If the arce~,; to A aprwars in tlw IPfdmnd ~ide. 
and the mrresponding HSD is not available. a 
POST _WRITE is generated after tlw updatt> of 
A. In addition. a SWEEP is generated aftn the 
loop to receive tlw data sent by POST_ \\HITE. 

:1. H tlw ac·n'bS to A appears iu the righthaml side·. 
and the corresponding HSD is uot available. tlw 
wlwlt> rt>gion of A is copied to all the abstract proe·
t>ssors using a REPLICATE-ALL lwfon· the loop. 

-t. \\'hen data di~tribution information is available
at compile-time. coJJHnmiicatioll optimizat ious 
descrilwd in the follo\\·ing section an~ applie'd. 

Figun· ;) shows an t'xamplc of the computation of 
an optimal data dist rihut ion. Array B and iteration 

template L art> aligned differently with array A. In the 
preanalysis phast'. the access region of B in the loop 
is set to [ 1:15: 2] . Correspondiugly. the iteration 
aligmnent ,,·ith array A is n'pi-c~ente·d as [ 2:16: 2]. 

l sing the two triplt>ts, an alignt>d triplt>t for the optimal 
data distrilmtiml is nm1puted. 1f array A is dist rihutcd 
eitlwr block-\\·ist' or block-nclic. a SHIFT comi!Iuni
cation for the array scctio11 B ( 1:15:2) is generated. 

Communication Optimization 

The e·ompiler n·e·ogtuzes four regular e·omniunwa
tion pattems: 

SHIFT. If tlw distributions of the miginal and the tar
get mapping an' the same. and the strides of both 
align triplets aJT the same .. a SHIFT comtllllllication 
is generated. The getwration is made for each dinwn
sioll in which tlw uppt>r or lmver boundaries of the 
align triplets differ. 

REPLICATE, GATHER, and SCATIER. HEPIJC\TE is 
used for gcnnating COIIIJI!UTiications for REALIGN di
rrctivc~ which requirt' data replication. C\TI IEH and 
SCATTER are used "·hen distrilmted data are accessed 
in a sequential ext>cution part such as a SINGLE or 
OWNER region. CATIIEH collects the data to the exe
cuting processor. whi!t' SCATTEH writes the data 
hack to the owner processors. 

3.3 Reduction of Memory Requirements 

The rtuTent HPF contpiler is impleHwntt>d undt•r tlw 
all-replicate strategy. wlwre tlw whole global array 
spact> is al!twatPd for t>ach distributed array. This ~trat
egy has advantagt~s: Address tran~lation from global 
into local is not needed and memory manage1ncnt is 
not n,qnin'd to n·map arrays at subroutine boundaries 
or at REALIGN /REDISTRIBUTE dircctin·s. On the 
other hand. a program using large distributed arrays 
can possibly not he cxet·uted. \\'ith tlw 1wxt Yt>rsion 
of tlw e·mnpil<·r we plan to implement a mmc sophisti
cated allocation stral!'gy. 

3.4 Run-Time Library 

\\e have de~igne·d a high-leYel run-timt' e·ommllnica
tion library with cmnmunications optimizPd inside the 
library. The coinpiler nm lw ported to other target 
systt'l!IS just by porting (and optimizing) this library. 

Table 1 desnilws the communication libran rou
tine's. At tlw monwnt, two versions of the library arc 
implt>lllf'nted. namely. an \!PI version and a ,.e,rsion 
using natin' Ccnju-.'3 c:oinnnmieation primitive~. All 
routitws are imple~rwntt>d using block data transfers 
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L 

A 

! HPF ITEHPLATE L ( 8) 
'HPF$ ALIGN B(, I with A(, I 
!DIR$ IALIGN L(il WITH A(2*il 

'DIR$ ITERATIONS L(il 
do i = 2, 16, 2 

A(il = B(i-11 
enddo 

Array Access Information 
RSD [1:15:2] 

Loop Alignment 
align-triplet: [2:16:21 
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Original Data Alignmet 

align-triplet: [1:16:1] 

'Realign 

align-triplet : [2: 17: II 

FIGLRE ;) :\11 opti1t1al data distribution is <'OitiJHifed usin;r arnt\- acc<'ss and loop alit:nnwut infort11ation. 

i 11 on IPr to mmunizc tlw me rhea d of commtlllica
tion latency. 

The ('()tnpilt·r use, tlw LH.EALICl\ routine mainlv 
to gerwratt' comniunications for ITIII01t' llH'IIlory ac
ccs,('S insidt· paraiiPiizcd loops. lh functionality is al
rnost the sanw as that of HL\LlC:\. except that tlw 
array part can he aligned and the n·alignment of an 
array does not affect the mapping of otlwr data ohjPch 
\vhich arc ultirnatcly aligrwd to the array. 

4 COMPILATION OF UNSTRUCTURED 
PROBLEMS 

PST supplcnwnts the cornpilation rrwchanisrns de
scribed in Section :~ by providing an extended input 
hlllguage. a diffPITIIt compilation tf'chniquf'. and a 
different undt>rlying prograrmninp: paradigm. Tlw 
paradigm is similar to a shan·d nH'IIlOTY nHHif'i: By 

dd'ault.. data arc prinltc. i.e .. the compiln docs not 
enforce consistcrHT of nondistrilnrtcd data across 
processors: only distrihutPd data art' part of the global 
rtalllt' space which i, supported and maintained by 
rtiii-timc analy~i,;;. \lso code is n•plicatcd. i.e .. hyde
fault. all statPliH'nts arc ext·cutcd hy all processors. 
",-hen' u,ns \Yant only selected processors to cxecutt' 
parts of the codt· .. they must sptTify that explicitly hy 
using loop distribution directivt'S. or by exPcuting code 
depending on the processor idcntifi<·r (i.e .. hy Ubing 
the si llf!:le-program multiple-data paradigm). 

4. 1 Language Extensions 

Subroutine Specifiers 

EXTRINSIC (PST-LOCAL) subroutine ... 

Hout irws to he compiled by PST instPad of the HPF 

Table 1. List of Communication Library Routines: The Compiler System ean Generate any Communkation 
Pattern Using Tlwse Houtirws 

Rout in<' \'anH' 

HEALIC\ 
HEDIST 
LHE:\UC~ 

LHEDIST 
PRE_SHIFT 
POSLSTTTFT 
HEPTJ(:\TE 
C\THEH 
S<:\TTEH 
\Tl LTlC.\ST 
POST_ \\RITE 
S\\EEP 

Function 

HPali;rn a data object follm\in;r a REALIGN directiw. 
Ht>distrilmtP n data object following a REDISTRIBUTE direl'tivP. 
T<·mpnrarih- realign a data ohjPct for tiJP n·motP access rPqnired in nPsted lonl~'· 
TPmporarih- redisll·ilmtP a data objPct for tlw rt'tllOt!' ace<'Ss rPquircd in nPstcd loops. 
Shift a st't of data objPcls along ntH' dinlt'nsiou for n·mot<' data rpfert'JH'P. 
Shift a set of data objects along OJlt' dinu·n,;ion for r<'IIIOtt' data updntP. 
Ht>plit·ate a data object alnu;r the specified dinwusim1s. 
Gather n data objP<'t to the spP<·ified logical prm·t·ssors from tlw OWJlt'rs. 
Scallt'r a data object to tht' mvnns from speciliPd lo;rical proct'ssors. 
'\lulticast a data ohjPcl 10 other lo;rical procP"ors. 
TransfPr a data Plt'IIU'Ilt to thP specified lo;rical procp,;,;or. l ,;cd for unstnH·tm·t'd cmmnuuication,;. 
S\\Pt>p data elemf'uts ,;em ln POST_ \\'HITE. 
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compiler are identified as EXTRINSIC routines. Inside 
EXTRINSIC(PST_LOCAL) routines. the PST pro
gramming paradigm can he usPd. The following din~c
tivPs are part of the declarations in subroutine lwads: 

!PST$ SUB-SPEC {LOCAL I PUBLIC} 
!PST$ SAVECOM(key) 

For PUBLIC routines .. PST supports a global name 
space at run-time by generating a run-time prepro
cessing phase (inspPctor) '' hich precedes the actual 
computation in the executor. Tn LOCAL routines (the 
default) .. thP compiler does not permit accesses to non
local array elements. 

With the SAVECOM directiw. an EXTRIN
SIC (PST-LOCAL) subroutinP can he declared to be 
start-time schedulahlP. As a consequence .. run-time 
genPrated communication patterns are saved and re
ust>d in later invocations of the routinP. ThP communi
cation patterns are savt>d symbolically, i.e .. even if 
different routine argunwnts are used. the execution 
will be correct .. as long as the arguments have the 
same shape (i.e .. same size and distribution) as the 
argnnwnts used for the routine's first invocation. Tht> 
integer t>xprPssion key is used for the generation of 
multiple cornmtmication patterns for the same snb
rontinP. 

Dynamic Data Distributions 

Arrays can be distributed using all rt>gular HPF distri
lmtion and alignment dirt>ctivt>s. ln addition. the user 
has the choice to distribute an array var dynamically 
with the following three directives: 

!PST$ DISTRIBUTE 
var(BLOCK_GENERAL(BGMapArray)) 
!PST$ DISTRIBUTE 
var(DYNAMIC(MapArray)) 
!PST$ DISTRIBUTE 
var(DYNAMIC(G2L, L2G, G2PE, Sz)) 

The first directive dPfines a block-general distribu
tion. That is. tlw array var is partitioned into nmtigu
ous blocks of possibly different sizes. ln contrast to a 
similar distribution described by Chapman Pt aL [24 J. 
PST BLOCK-GENERAL distributions rwrmit gaps. i.e ... 
Pxtra space is added when such an array is allocated 
to provide dynamic support for an increasing number 
of array clements during program execution. Array 
BGMapArray contains 2 X p integers (where p is the 
nu1nber of 1n·on·ssors) which ddine the start and size 
of Pach processor's block. Global Fortran indices of 
multidimensional arrays are mapped (or .. linearized'.) 

into a single integer by using reverse lt>xicographic 
ordering (for instance column-major order for two
dimensional arrays). 

Tlw second dirPctive defines the distribution of an 
array via a mapping array (MapArray). This array 
has as many elements as the distrilmtt>d array .. each 
element dPfining the processor owning the rPS£WCtive 
elt>nH·nt of var .MapArray must be allocated and ini
tialized explicitly by the user in the program 

The third directive uses mapping functions as an 
alternative to mapping arrays. which introduce sig
nificant mPmory ovt>rht>ad. G2L .. L2G, G2 PE. and Sz 
are integer vahwd functions which. respectively. map 
global to loml indices. local to global indices, global 
indices to processors. and ddine the size of the local 
array which may be different on each processor. 

Nested Fortran DO loops can lw parallelizt>d by 
aligning them with a distributed variable of the same 
dimensions as the loop nest. Loops aligned with dy
namically distributed arrays art> transfornwd into 
loops over the local index rang<'. and thP first statPrnPnt 
in their body compntPs thP n~spective global indices 
using tlw local-to-global index mapping. 

4.2 Communication Generation 

Depending on the nesting of distributed-array ac
cesses, the inspector consists of one or more slicPs 
of an EXTRINSIC (PST -LOCAL) procedure. Such a 
prt>processing strategy was first implenwnted and de
scribed with Oxygen [25], and has also lwPn invPsti
gated recently by other research groups [26. 27]. 

An exPcutor consists of computational chunks and 
communication checkpoi11ts in betwPen. Hemote data 
are fetched or updated in the cht>ckpoints and tlw 
computational chunks operate on buffprs to access 
remote data. To define the ordering of computation 
chunks. a virtual time stamp (so-called sPrial time) is 
introduced. By default this timP stamp is initialized 
to zero and inerPased by onP after every checkpoint. 
lf rPqnired. users can explicitly set the serial time with 
a directive. This feature can lw ust•d to parallelize 
loops with data dept>ndencies. 

The inspector preprocesses code segments to deter
mine where nonlocal data are acct>sst>d and prt>parPs 
executor data transfers on both data-rt>qnesting and 
owning processors. So-called Pnvelopes are set up. 
which are later interprPtt>d in executor checkpoints to 
perform actual data exchanges. An envelope consists 
of ( 1) a logical timP stamp which identifies the check
point in which the Pnwlope is used. (2) a destination
or source-processor i1kntification. (:n a flag spe1·ifying 
whether remote data art> ff'tched or updatt•d. and ( 4:) 
a11 identification of tht> data item to be communicated. 



This identification is r:ot an address but symbolic in
formation, i.e .. an array symbol and a (linearized) 
arrav indt'x. 

The executor consists of the parallPI code as speci
fi<~d by the user (including explicit paralellism in the 
form of aligned DO loops). but with all references to 
nonlocal elements of distributed arrays replaced by 
references to dynamically allocated buffers. These 
buffers store data communicated in previous check
points (for remote data fetches). or updates of nonlocal 
data to be communicated in future checkpoints. 

For the computation of non local data dependencies. 
the data flow in the program must be analyzed. This 
can he done at run-time by adding tags (or guards) to 
each data element wl1ich store the number of inspector 
iterations required for the complete computation of a 
respective envelope. Alternatively. a less accurate 
data-flow analysis can be performed at compile-time. 
Inspectors that are generated using compile-time anal
ysis are typically faster and more memory efficient. 
but then~ are also cases where the guard-bast'd run
time mechanism is superior. 

PST supports both inspector mechanisms and 
allows the user to choose (with a command line flag) 
between the more precise (guard-based) dynamic in
spector and the faster and less memory-consuming 
static inspector. generated with compile-time data
flow analysis. For the generation of static inspt>etors .. 
PST uses the same algorithms as Oxygen: for a detailed 
explanation .. see [9]. The generation of dynamic in
spectors has been described in [ 17]. 
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4.3 Reduction of Memory Requirements 

We call the buffers mentioned above comrntmication 
cadws because of tl1eir faint structural resemblance 
to hardware caches. Also the problematic nature is 
similar: A compromise has to be made between mem
ory consumption and run-time overhead. Figure 6 de
picts the four altenwtives. In the simplest organization 
(0). we completely replicatP the allocation of distrib
uted data on all processors. \fith organization ( 1 ), the 
global index of a distrilmtt'd array element is hashed 
by first computing the element's owner (i.e .. the pro
cessor which maintains a consistent copy of tlw 
element). and then by allocating a cornplt'te copy 
of that processor's part of the distributed array. 
Organization (2) differs from organization ( 1) in the 
fact that a processor· s local array segment is allocated 
in blocks of fixed size (b) rather than as a whole. 
The index of an array element in such a block is 
equal to the element's local index. modulo b. \Vhen 
remote data art' accessed, organization (.1) inserts 
remote values of a distributed arrav in a sortPd 
buffer. The buffer includes both data values and 
global array indices. 

:'IJote that the main concept behind our communi
cation caches is not new and a similar mechanism 
with simpler buffer organizations was already de
scribed in 1991 by J. Saltz and his collPagucs [28]. 
In [29] we summarized the impact the choice between 
either of the four cache organizations <~an have 
on performance and memory consumption of a full 
application. 

Cache Ot·ganization 

(0) (1) (2) 

PE PE blocksize = 2 

l~ ::~! :~:. ~~~; 
7~ 

Code: 

A(7) = 
... = A(13) 
... = A(5) 

A(8) = ... 

locidx (hashed) ----- .. 

Mapping: 
# processors = 8 

owner(7) = 3 locidx(7) = 2 
owner(13) = llocindx(13) = 6 
owner ( 5) 3 locindx ( 5) 5 
owner(8) = 3 locindx(8) = 6 

(3) 

Global 
Index 

Value 

I I 
L____j 

FIGURE 6 Diffrrenl commtmication cache organizations impkmenlPd in PST. 
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4.4 Run-Time Library 

The PST run-time library consists of two parts: A set 
ofrn4 [18] preprocessor macros and the actual library 
routines written in either Cor C++. We use rn4 macros 
whenever calling a procedure would be too expensive. 
for instance when creating symbol-table entries, or for 
the compilation of complicated control-flow constructs. 
The library routines manage a great deal of the run
time preprocessing mechanism, like the management of 
multiple communication pat terns for the same PUBLIC 

EXTRINSIC (PST -LOCAL) subroutine. 

5 INTEGRATION INTO THE TOOL 
ENVIRONMENT ANNAl 

The software described in this report has been inte
grated into the multicomputer programming environ
ment Annai [ 12]. Since Kemari accepts as input not 
only extended HPF, but also Fortran and C with mes
sage-passing primitives. it serves as the main language 
processor for Annai. Annai also indudes a parallel 
debugging tool (PDT), a performance monitor and 
analyzer (P_ylA). and a common graphical user inter
face (L:l). The maiu design objectives of Annai can be 
summarized as the 

1. Design and implementation of tools for the de
velopment of parallel programs in a high-level 
data -parallel multiple-instruction multiple
data (\fT_yfD) language and also with low-level 
message passing. 

2. Parallelization. monitoring. and debugging sup
port for applications considered today difficult 
to parallelize on Dl\IPPs. 

:1. Applicatiou-driven and user-oriented tool de
sign. The tools arP developed as a sequence of 
pro tot ypeb: a team of application den'lopers use 
and test tfwse prototypes and provide feedback. 

Kt>nwri supports 1\nnai·s parallel debugger and per
fonnancc monitor and analyzer in various aspects. 
First of all. both PDT and PMA allow the instnnnenta
tion of the loaded binary with brPakpoints and instru
mentation points. r<'SIH'ctively. A comfortahlr, instru
nwntation is best performed close to the high-level 
som-ct' code. and therefore KPmari must maintain cor
rect line Jllllllher information when translating from 
extended HPF to C and Fortran \\ith message passing. 
The compiler also dwngt's some of the original sym
bols. a nwdwnism which is kept transparent to the 
usPr of PDT and PMA. A rmai· s l ~I includes a program 
structure bnl\\ser (PSB). a display which allows depic-

tion of performance statistics close to related program 
structures such as subroutines and DO loops for exam
ple. For PSB, Kemari generates tables with informa
tion about the program structure. These tables are 
stored in the generated object, and can be read by 
both PDT and PMA at run-time. PDT allows graphical 
display of one and two-dimensional arrays and their 
HPF /PST distributions using the distributed data vi
sualizer (DDV, see also "The I\'AS MG Kernel'' in 
Section 6). For D D V ~ the PST run- time library in
dudes procedures which return information about 
array descriptors and which are used to dump array 
values to the file system (in parallel). Finally, PMA 
features a variety of displays which can depict run
time overheads both in terms of execution time and 
memory for compiler-generated paralic l programs. \Ve 
are also currently developing a display with which 
the user can relate communication costs back to the 
movement of array segments necessary for the paral
lelization of a given loop nest. Such P\:TA displays are 
supported by Kemari through instrumentation of the 
generated code and of its run-time libraries. 

6 SYSTEM APPLICATION 

The :\'EC Cenju-3 can be configured with up to 2:->6 
processing nodes, each compnsmg a 7:)-.\lHz 
VH4400SC HISC processor. 32 Kbyte primary on
chip chache. 1 Mbyte of secondary cache. and 64 
Mbyte main dynamic memory. Processors communi
cate via a packet -switched multistage interconnection 
network. For more details see [:W]. For the bench
marks presented in Section (J.1, we use the NEC 
ej f7 7 compiler version rl.O as back-end for our HPF 
translator (with options -0 -Krnips2 -Kfulla
sopt ). For the benchmarks presented in Section 6.2, 
we use the C:\l~ gee compiler version 2.;). 7 (with 
option -03) as back-end for PST. 

6. 1 Application of Static Compilation 
Techniques 

TahiP 2lists llPF benchmark programs and their char
acteristics. The ··Distribution·· column describf~s the 
way the main data for each program arc distributed 
out o abstract processors. The COTT('SJlOtHiiug t•nt rics arc 
checked when the respectiYe direct i H'S were used. 

Table ;~ shows the measurement re~ults of HPF 
benchmark programs on several Ccnju-:3 configura
tions. The figures inside parentheses show the speedup 
ratio. where the sequential execution perfonmtllct' of 
the corresponding original program is 1.00. The shapes 
of the abstract processors onto which PDE 1· s main 
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Table 2. Tlwse Benchmark Programs a1·e all Well Structured: The Shape of the Main Data, Applied Data 
Distribution, and Applied Extended Directives for Them are Described 

Bt>Hi'llfllHt'k (:omputation Shap•• of 
Nanw From \1odd \lain Data Distribution 

EP :\:\S Parli.cll:' codt• Scalar 
l' Calif. 

S(·alf4am (APH) Partidt> coif(' Sc:~lar 

W cather predininn 
Shallow NC\H (FDM) (:;n.:;n) (*.hl<wkl 

Cem"'ral circulathHl 
Barn APR ll:lOdt~! (:{O:U'i2) (*J,lock) 

Grid ,·\I'H ~implf' relaxation (SO:t:;02.2) (*.hluck.*) 
Fonrtll-order 

X-t-2 APR tliffl'fPUcing (')12.:)12) (*.hlock) 
\lt'sh ~~~nt>-ration 

with Thontp~ou 

Tomcntv SPEC ~oiYt'r (SJ:l.'it:l) (*.block) 
:)-D ml black (hlw-Lhlock 

PDF! CE'<ESIS pois:·mH solvt'"r ( 1 :.W.l:W.l2H) block) 
:3-DSCG 

SCG ;\;£(; pnb~ou :-~olvec (6-1.(>-+.6-t) (*.*.hh><·k) 

three-dimensional data are distributed are: 1PF> 
(L Ll ), 2PE-( L L2), 4PE-(L2,2). SPE-(2,2,2). 
l6PE-(2.2,4), :32PE-(2.4A), and 6':i:PE-(2A,8). Array 
RED is initialized so that the value of RED(i.j,k) is 
"true·· when i + j + k is even. 

EX"rRINSIC OWNER IALIGN NO_PRE/ 
Rmmrk (NONE) SINGLE IDIST. POST_l10VE 

\ X .\ 

NI'ART=2*10" X X X X 

X X 

X X X 
X X 

X X 

X X X 

NITER=!O X X X 

X \ 

Extrinsic Interface 

faee. With this feature. programmers can spedfy pro
eedure-levd parallelism. The parallelization of Ban.k 
Sealgam, and EP can take advantage of that eapabi!
ity. For example, in the ease of Baro, there is a subrou
tine CMSLOW which processes a coltmm of lwo-di
mensional arrays. The main loop (DO 10 0) in 
;;ubroutine COMP can be parallelizf'd without in lining 
by specifying au iuterfaee block with INTEN'T diree
tiws as follows: 

Non-IlPF procedures wi1h side effects can be invoked 
in parallel loops using the EXTRINSIC (NONE) inter-

SUBROUTINE COMP( ... ) 

CHPF$ TEMPLATE TWOD(302,152) 
CHPF$ ALIGN w:TH TWOD::PVORT,YGRADS,VTSP,UTSP 
CHPF$ DIS~RIBUTE TWOD(*,BLOCK) 

INTERFACE 
EX~RINSIC{NONE) SUBROUTINE 

CMSLOW(cJ,YGRADS,UTSP,VTSP) 
COMMON/BLK/ ... , PVORT(302,152), 

D:MENSION 
YGRADS(302,152),UTSP(302,152) ,VTSP(302,152) 

I NT EN':' (IN) YGRADS ( 1 : IM 1 cT: cJ) 
INTENT ( INOUT) UTSP ( 1: IM+2, cJ+1 :3+1) 
INTENT (INOUT) .. VTSP (1: IM+2, J+1 :J+l) 
INTEN~ (IN) PVORT(l:IM+2,cJ+2:cJ+2) 

END SUBROUTINE 
END INTERFACE 

DO 1 0 0 cJ = 1 , cJM 

CALL CMSLOW ( cJ, YGRADS, UTSP, V'I'SP) 
100 CONTINUE 
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Table 3. Execution Time (in Seconds) and Speedup Ratio (in Parentheses) of Scleeted HPF Benchmarks on 
several Cenju-3 Configurations 

Setjuential* 1 PE :2 PEs '!PEs 8PEs 16 PEs :l:2 PEs 6-t PEs 

EP 89.S6 89.9:1 'f'f. 98 2:2.SO 11.:23 :1.()() :2.83 1.--±2 
(UlO) ( UlO) ( 1.99) (:3.98) (7.96) (13.8:2) (:lUJS) (ld.(J7) 

Sral~am 718.80 710.67 :3S7.:1--± 181.:):) 91.70 --±7.:2:2 :2:2.S:2 1:2.H> 
( 1.00) ( 1.01) (2.01) (:l.%) (7.8--±) (1S.:22) (:H. 9:2) (:)9.11) 

Baro il.90 8.8il -+ .3() :2.H 1.17 0. 7:1 0.--iil 0.--i 1 
(1.00) (1.00) (:2.0--i) ( --±.H>) (7.(>1) ( 1:2.19) ( 18.3-t) (:21.70) 

Shallow .)0.00 .)0.6:) 20.60 1:2.% 6.:)0 :3 .. )0 :2.00 1.20 
(1.00) (UlO) (1.97) (:i(JO) (7.77) (1-+.43) (2S.2S) (--±2.08) 

Grid S7.92 ;)7.8:2 :2il.97 1--±.b(J 73il :Ul1 1.96 1.00 
(1.00) ( 1.00) (2.00) (:3.<JS) (7.8S) ( 1.S.20) (29.SS) (.:JS.H>) 

To mea tv 209.-H 130.07 60.62 :3:3. '!8 17. 'f2 9.:38 s.:3s ;{.--±;) 

(-) (1.00) ( 1fJH) (3.89) (7.--±7) (n.87) (2-t.:31) (:F.72) 
X--±2 17.8:) 21.UJ 1().70 S.--±S 2.7() 1. --i(J 0.7S 0.:36 

( 1.00) ((Ul-t) (1.67) (:3.28) (6.-tO) (12.2:3) (2:3.80) ( --±() .. )8) 
sec 27--±.2:3 2<J:l.il--i Hb.12 77.7.) --±0.2(> 21.(J(J 12.71 8.-tO 

( 1.00) (0.93) (1.88) (:3.S:l) (6.81) (12.66) (21.38) C32.(JS) 
PDEl ( ')') l.-- 6.29 :3.1il U>1 0.8.) O.-t:3 0.:22 0.11 

(1.00) (0.99) (1.%) (:3.87) (7.:31) (1--±.60) (28.92) (SBN>) 

*Shown an· t-'"'f'('lltion titne:-; of tlw ori~inal SP(ptrn1ial pro~ram without an~ paralh-·lization O\Prhead. 

Scalgam is a typical Monte-Carlo partide code. In 
each iteration of the main loop, a particle generated 
bv random numbers is tracc(l. and contributions of 

the particlt> are pushed to the global data. The tract> 
computation is very complicated and it contains st>v
eral subroutine calls (e.g .. SOLJRC:E. TRACK .. and 

PUSH). However. the program can be easily paral
lf'lizt>d by introducing a nt>w subroutine with an EX~ 
TRINSIC (NONE) attribute which dt>scribes tht> trace 
operation for a partide. By defining the intnfaee of the 
newly dt>fined subroutine. all the dt>tailed computation 
can bt> encapsulated inside the subroutine as follows. 

INTERFACE 
EXTRINSIC(NONE) SUBROUTINE 

EXEC(NPS,KUTOF,KILLED,DEAD, 
& 

MXSTAK,MXBANK,XC,XPP,XPE,INDEX,WINDEX,KTAL,MAT,ISTACK) 
COMMON /RANCHO/ NRAND,NHRAN 
INTENT(INOUT) KUTOF,KILLED,DEAD,MXBANK,MXSTAK, 

& NRAND,NHRAN 
END SUBROUTINE 

END INTERFACE 

DO NPS = l,NPTOT 
CALL EXEC(NPS,KUTOF,KILLED,DEAD,MXSTAK,MXBANK,XC, 

& XPP,XPE,INDEX,WINDEX,KTAL,MAT,ISTACK) 
(update global variables 

i.e. GLOBAL~DEAD= GLOBAL~DEAD + DEAD) 
END DO 
(local variables (~ global variables 

i.e. DEAD = GLOBAL~DEAD) 
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Table 4. Execution Time (in Seconds) and Spel.'dup Ratio (in Parl.'ntheses) for PDF: with and without SHIFT 
Optimization 

Sequential 1 PE 2 PEs '± PEs 8 PEs 16 PEs :32 PEs 6'± PEs 

PDE1 (>.22 6.29 T18 1.61 0.85 0.-±:3 0.22 0. 11 
(with shift optimization) (1.00) (0.99) (1.%) (:3.87) (7.31) (1-'1:.60) (28.92) (38.66) 

PDE1 6.22 6.29 :3.1 l) Ul1 1.10 0.54 0.28 0.1'± 
(without shift optimization) (1.00) (0.99) (1.9:3) (:3.86) (3.65) (11.'±7) (22.45) ( -±6.06) 

:\OTE: Optitnization' perfornwd durilli( the compilation of POE include 'tridt> agi(n·gation. 

A new subroutinf' EXEC is introduced, which pt>r
forms the particle trace. For each variable which is 
used for the reduction operations (e.g., :\1AX and 
SLM), global variablt>s are defined to push local re
sults. Aftt>r the parallel loop, the valtw of the local 
variablt>s is replaced by tlw value of corresponding 
global variables, snch that the following computations 
do not ha vc to lw changed. The loop can be parallelized 
using the EXTRINSIC (NONE) interface with little 
modifications to the loop body. MorToveL thP subrou
tines called from EXEC require no change. These sub
routines and EXEC can be compiled just with a back
end Fortran compiler. 

Iteration Mapping 

PDE 1 is a thret>-dimensional Poisson solver using red
black relaxation. The best performance ean hP 
achiPved using the (BLOCK,BLOCK,BLOCK) distri
bution. For the following nested loop, the iteration 
mapping can be spt>cifiPd using an iteration templatP. 

!DIR$ ITERATIONS IT(I,J,K) 

DO 2 K=2, NZ-1 

DO 2 J = 2 , NY- 1 

DO 2 I = 2 , NX -1 

This type of communication can be optimized using 
stride ag~regation as described in Section 3. 

6.2 Application of Dynamic Compilation 
Techniques 

\V e collected performance results of two PST -compiled 
paralld programs: the package of iterative linear 
solvPrs (PILS) [:31] and thf' ~AS \IultiGrid bench
mark kernPl (MC). The two namples show different 
applications of user-defirwd dynamic data distribu
tions: ln PTLS the distribution of the main data struc
tures is defined via a mapping array. :\lG uses mapping 
functions for the distribution of a work array. em
ployed in an old-fashionPd way in the original kt>rnel 
Fortran 77 source instead of dvnarnic allocation. 

PILS 

PlLS was originally designed for vet~tor supercomput
ers .. and it is mainly implenwnted in C++. However, 

IF (RED(I,J,K)) THEN 

U(I,J,K) = FACTOR*(HSQ*F(I,J,K) + 

Stride Aggregation 

* 
* 
* 

END IF 

2 CONTINUE 

Table -l shows the effect of the connnunication optimi
zation. Tn tlw above example loop, a SHIFT communi
cation along with all the three dimensions is required. 

(U(I-l,J,K) + U(I+l,J,K) + 

U(I,J-l,K) + U(I,J+1,K) + 

U(I,J,K-1) + U(I,J,K+1))) 

tlw most time-criticaL vPctorizahlc parts of the pack
agP are implemented in SO Fortran subroutim's which 
lwnrlk all linear algebra operations ( vt>ctor-wctor and 
rnatrix-vPctor opPrations) and which we parallelized 
with Kemari. The paralellization strategy was similar 
to that chosen in an earlier project [32]. 
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FIGUHE 7 Finite-elenwnt disl'reti:zation ;,:rid for tlw thn·p
dinwnsional modt>l of a bipolar traw;istor (BIPOL). 

The paralldized library is applied to solve equation 
systems originating from the three-ditlH'IISioHal fiHite
ekment simulation of two semiconductor devices. The 
spaN' matrix of the first system (BTPOT .. , st'e Fig. 7) 
stetw; from a bipolar transistor and has 20.-+ 12 rows. 
2():3. 920 non zeros and. 011 tlw avt·ragt'. 1:~ nonzeros 
per row. The matrix of the second system (DRAM) 
stetwi frotn the cmtpled solution of a submicron DRAJ\1 
cell with -+6.692 matrix rows. 986.0'±2 nonzt'Hh. and 
on the m·prage 21 nonzeros per matrix row. \\ e use 

BIPOL 

§ "' 
<1> w 0 8 >< '" ~ 

" <1> " " "" "" " "'· 0 g ., 
~ 

0 

"' 0' § '0 

"' 0 9. ...; 

& "" g 
~ 

'< 

~ 

BiCCSTAB as tilt' iteratiw solution nwthod. precondi
timwd hy a D-ILl. prt'cmHlitiont'r in split position . 

. \11 n·ctor-vt'ctor operations an· parallclizcd in local 
PST routines. Matrix-n·ctor operations arc dcdan·d 
public and their rt'ad and \\Tite at·n•sst•s to distributed 
n·t·tors arc nwnaged by the compiler's i!lobal tHIIIW 
space. 1'hc \'ector~ are distrjbuted u~inf! rnapping 
arTavs. 

Figure 8 stmmtarizes our measurt'lllt'llts on the 
Cenj u-:) when solving tlw two equation c;ystt'nts BIPOL 
and DH:\:\1. For the PlLS mcastiiTillettls \\t' dtost' 
COilllliUIIication cadte organization (1 ). 

Tht' comparison of execution times on one and four 
processors allo\\·s us to estimate the cost of i11troducing 
an additional level of indirect addre~sing wlwn ac
t'Pssing Vt'Ct ors inmainnwmory via tlw mapping array 
and cotnmmtication cache (which is ttot necessary in 
sequential code). \'fe estintate that on our machilH·s, 
acct'ssing vector elements. mapping arrays. and cadre 
at·t·mmts for a JWrfonnance loss of approximately a 
factor of two to three. 

Tht' inspf•ctor costs (broken down into a cotnputa
tion-phase "analyzt'l' .. aiHl a t·ommtmication-phast' 
··router'') are ttcl!ligible if one conbiders that for 
achit·ving a relativt' norm of the residual of 10- 111 for 
BlPOL around 80 and for DRA.VI 63 iteratimts an' 
required. lf the computation of several linear systems 
of the sarne structure is rt'quired (which is tht• cast' 
for typical PJLS client applicatiom). tlw ovnlwad is 
rt'duced even morT. 

The main JWrfonnanct' bottlenecks \Vht·n ntnnini! 
PILS on large D\IPPs an· the exet·utor dwckpoints. 
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FIGURE 8 Execution times 011 sPwral CPHju-:) conliguratiotb of diffPrPIIt PILS t·ompmH'llh dnriHg one pn't'OJtditimtcd 
BiCCST:\B itPration of tlw solution of l3IPOL (ldt) and DH.\\1 (right). The leftmost colunms show total tim!' spPnt in PST 
routinPs in th1· itcratioH·s steady state. This is broken down illto time stwnt in PST local routinPs and in time spPnt in the 
executor of public routirws. In tlw first itPration. tlw inspector (hrokPn down into "analyz<T .. and "routn") a<·t·ounts for 
additional PXI'l'lllion time m·n-hcad and SI'VI'l'al I'OIIllllllllication patterns are sav<·d (:20 for BTPOL and :):2 for DR-\\1). For 
largt· machine l'tlllfigurations. tlw major pPrformancP hottlenPck is thP PXPClltion of commlmication clwckpoiut' in thl' CXI'('Utor. 
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FIGURE 9 Four PDT distributrd data ,·iews show thE' valur of the rrsidual of the CLASS_B problrm (256 X 2S(J X 2:)(>) 
for a §!:iven .r-coordinatf' aftf'r 1. 2. -±. and 8 V -cyclrs of th(~ MC iteration. The high-frrqurncy error components (i.e .. the 
discontinuities) are efficiently removrd in a few V-cycl(·s. 

Detailf'd measurements show that most of the check
point execution timP is spent in MPI send-and-receive 
pritnitives. Since message packaging is done by PST 
optimally at run-time .. we conclude that without major 
changes in the underlying algorithm or data stnK
tures .. performancP could only minimally be improved 
through additional compiler optimizations. J\ote that 
wt~ expect higher performance on D!VlPPs with smaller 
commullication startup latency because messages arc 
short. For instance, for DRAM and 16 processors on 

average, ;)':1: data items are communicated m each 
checkpoint. 

The NAS MG Kernel 

The !\"AS MG kernel [:33] calculates an approximate 
solution to the discrete Poisson problem using four 
iterations of the V -cyclf' multigrid algorithm on an 
n Xn Xn grid with periodic boundary conditions. MG 
is known to be a difficult problem for data-parallel 
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Table 5. Performam~" of MG wht>n Paralldized with 
PST on 64 and 128 Processor Cenju-3 Configurations 

i\o. 
fiPF/PST 

C/MPl 
PEs rt T(i = 1) T(i = 2) MFlop/s (,\JFlop/ s) 

64 (J-t 1.?2 0.20 159 405 
128 :ng 1.00 249 ?18 
256 14.9.) 6.4;) :311 8S6 

12B 64 :3.06 0.15 20B 586 
128 4.92 0.66 :~?7 1197 
236 12.81 4.11 488 1:168 

\OTE: Execution times of the first and '"coiHI V-cyc·le arP shown 
awl \!Flops for the secoiHI nTlc (when the iteration Pnters steady 
slate. and PST-generat1·d conununication pattern~ are n·used) an· 

compared to what is achiewd with a nwnllally parallizccl C code. 

compilers. most of which cannot accommodate theY
cycle which goes from large data sets to small and 
back [:H]. 

We parallclized the original Fortran source using 
IIPF/PST directives and compared performance with 
an optimized C/MPl version of the benchmark. For 
both versions. the cubic grid is partitioned into 
''matchsticks'·: All grid points in one dinwnsion are 
on one processor and distributed block-wise in the 
other two dimensions. in other words an HPF 
(*,BLOCK, BLOCK) distribution. 

ln the PST version. user-defined mapping functions 
are used to distribute one long "work-array'' which 
keeps all levels of the grid. and the amount of data 
for each subsequent grid level decreases exponentially. 
Each grid lt>vel in the work array is distributed regu
larly in the matchstock fashion. Loop distribution di
reetiYe~ are applied to all of th~ nXnXn loops ac
cording to the data distribution. 

As an example for thP integration of PST with PDT. 
and for the PDT distributed data visualization capa
bilities .. Figur~ 9 shows different PDT representations 
of a slice (with a given .x: mordinate) of the "'1G residual 
at four different iterations. Both data values and data 
distrihutimt of the two dimensional array representing 
the slice are depicted. The three-dimensional graphs 
in the picture show data values of the slice after 1. 2 .. 
4, and 8 V -cycles of the MG iteration .. and d~pict how 
the algorithm converges. 

The performance of tlw C/MPT and HPF/PST ver
sions is compared in Table 5. The C/MPT version is 
faster because all communication is concentrated into 
one MPl messag~ exchange. whereas in the I IPF/PST 
version communication is dispersed, refl~cting the 
stmct ure of th~ sequential code. For the HPF /PST 
version we chose communication eache organization 
(2) (as deserib~d in Section 4.3). 

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Although tlte HPF standard (version 1.0) was finalized 
more than 2 years ago. only a few I IPF and subset HPF 
compilers are commercially available. These compil~rs 
have not been aceept~d too \vel! by scientific program
mers. mostly because the compil~rs lack robustness 
and perform unpredictably on real-world applications. 
One of the reasons for this situation is the sophisticated 
compilation technology required for a language as 
complex as HPF. The compiler is responsible for both 
the computation mapping and the cmnmunication 
generation and optimization. Another reason is that 
sonte of th~ major research institutions which contrib
uted to the definition of IIPF and \vhich have the 
required teclmology and expertise continue to develop 
systems know-how and keep on working on systems 
adapted to similar but different languages such as 
Fortran D and Vienna Fortran. 

\\' e believe that part of this acceptance problem 
can be overcome by relieving the cornpiltcr from the 
computational mapping task, at least for performance
critical code segments to he specified by the user. For 
increased acceptance we integrated our compiler in a 
tool environment featuring debugging and perfor
mancP monitoring support, and we added directives 
for the support of unstructured problems. \V" have 
built a compiler prototype which is currently being 
used by pilot users. Their feedback and the perfor
mance results shown in Section 6 confirm that we are 
on the right way to develop an acceptablP system 
which generates efficient code and is indeed easier to 
11se than plain mPssage passing. 

Resid~ steadily increasing the robustness of 011r sys
tem .. f11t urc work will incl11de the consideration of other 
target platforllls, in particular machines with shared 
memory and a larg~r number of vector processors. 
\Vhen compiling well-structured problems. the mem
ory allocation strategy of our compiler is rather simple: 
Distributed arrays are simply replicated. We hope to 
change this allocation strategy to a more efficient 
buffer IIH!llag~nwnt in the future. 
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